ART & TECHNOLOGY Newsletter
Welcome to the very first Art & Technology Faculty Newsletter.
We will be celebrating all the creative learning and work that is
being produced by students in the faculty.
In this edition we are proud to show off the high standard of
practical work completed in GCSE Art and Textiles, along with some
exciting activities carried out in GCSE Food Preparation and
Nutrition and Technology

"Design creates culture.
Culture shapes values.
Values determine the
future." -- Robert L.
Peters, designer and
author

The faculty are welcoming several new staff to the team:
Miss Harris working with Mr Rees supporting as a D&T Technician
Mr Edwards who will be teaching ICT to Year 7s and 8s as part of the
KS3 curriculum
And finally Miss Kearns who is teaching Food & Nutrition & Health and
Social Care
"Firstly, I am thrilled to have joined the Pittville Team in September,

what an amazing opportunity! I completed my PGCE year at the
University of Worcester in 2017, after gaining a Consumer
Management and Food Innovation degree at Ulster University, NI. As an
NQT, I worked in a Worcestershire school and I learnt that the most important thing to me as a teacher, is creating an environment in which
pupils are inspired and supported. I look forward to working with such a
fantastic team and seeing the pupils thrive and express their creativity
during lessons." Miss Kearns

GCSE Art 2019
If you choose to study Art, Craft and
Design you will be introduced to a
wide variety of artistic experiences.
The Art, Craft and Design course is
suitable for students who have lots
of their own ideas and like to work
independently to develop them.
Students will be taught a range of
skills, techniques and processes in
the areas of; drawing and painting,
printmaking, photography, textiles
and mixed-media work.
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Examples of last years GCSE final pieces

Textiles
GCSE Textiles Work

Textiles has had a fantastic room refit. Custom-made
saw tooth benching allows classes to use the machines
safely and effectively. The high tables and stools are
perfect for cutting fabric with regard to comfort and
safety. It has been designed to be light and bright to
show off the intricate work produced by the students.
Lily Prior in Year 8 said ‘ The room is so bright and
modern it really makes me want to work hard’

Barcelona

Young Fashion
Designer of the year 2019
Alexa Palmer-Wilcock
entered her Textiles
coursework into the Young
Fashion Designer of the year.
She was asked to display her
work at the competition final
and became one of the runners up. Well done
Alexa!
A fantastic achievement

Parc Guell…...WOW leaving you speechless from the first moment you stare at
its completely euphoric elegance. The utter complexity astounds you even before you notice the thousands of vivid mosaics and delicate bouquets and
bushes of flowers.
Sagrada Famillia was the most outstanding building I have ever seen. I can
definitely say on behalf of everyone else on the trip that the intricate
building was the most beautiful and surreal experience of the trip. This was
before you even step inside! Reds, yellows, blues….every colour luminated
from ceiling to floor. Beaming as the sun rays against several stain glass windows.
Not one thing from this trip wasn't worthy of a photo especially for a GCSE Art
student. Barcelona was the ‘Perfect Idea’

Olivia Babbage 11 AS1
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What's happening in Food Preparation and Nutrition?
GCSE Food Preparation and
Nutrition—Preparing for NEA
1

GCSE students have to complete 2
NEAs (Non exam assessments) as
part of the Food Preparation and
Nutrition course.
NEA1 is a scientific assignment
and contributes to 15% of their
final grade. Students have to
practise a variety of tasks in
preparation for this.

Chinese cookery workshop
The FUN:) Team visited Pittville in term 6
to teach Year 9 Food Preparation and
Nutrition about traditional Chinese
cooking. The course leader gave an
informative presentation on Chinese food
culture and cuisine, as well as a step-bystep demonstration on the preparation
and cooking of a Chinese dish, Hoisin
Chicken stir fry. Students then cooked the
dish themselves plating up and garnishing
at the end of the session. Students learnt
that Chinese cuisine is fun to prepare, easy
to cook and delicious to eat. We were
shown how to make healthy and tasty
Chinese food while empowering us to be
the FUN:) HEALTHY CHINESE CUISINE
AMBASSADORS and spread the word to
our family and friends.

Happerley
Creating provenance awareness across consumers and supporting
particular sectors with specific campaigns.

Taken from the Live Happerley website
“To live Happerley means
only eating food or drinking liquids in which
you know their origins. It encourages you to
appreciate and enjoy food like never before,
valuing and knowing every ingredient's journey to your plate. It invites you to eat and
drink less but hopefully better, enabling you
the freedom to consume with a conscience.”
Mia Adams in Year 11 has a family connection
to the founder of Happerley, Matt Rymer and
regularly supports events they run.
Mia’s family also took part in a challenge
to only eat food for a week that had
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10 B Food Preparation
and Nutrition class
cook up the leftovers
to learn about
reducing food waste

GCSE Technology— Y11 NEA

Last year’s Year 11 contextual challenge was to design and
make a product used to meet storage needs of people who
are often travelling. Shown here are some of the research
and design sheets produced by Hope Nicolson. Hope
achieved a grade 7 and has gone onto study A levels at
Pates.

Year 10 Technology

Year 10 have been working on a design brief to design
modern, creative seating to be used in the home. Students
have been working on making prototype models of their
designs. Examples shown here are made by; Tommy Riley,
Dobromir Demirev, Sonny Street and Mihail Demirev.
As a faculty we like to encourage and promote
an understanding of the wide range of careers
our subjects have to offer.
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We would love any parents who have careers
linked to Art, Food or Technology subjects or
who have contacts in the local community, to
get in touch with Miss Fry or Miss King

